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Abstract 
Pose estimation for monocular vision has become an active research topic. Line features outperform high-level 
features in locating object at some respects. For present method, three lines can produce three non-linear equations 
about unknows of three rotation angles. Each non-linear equation is relatively complex. As for this problem, we 
presents a new mathematical model for pose estimation in monocular vision. This method takes the directions of 
three object lines as unknowns. Each line has three unknows about directions. Then, there exists nine unknows about 
three object lines. Then we can get nine non-linear equations about nine unknows in this new mathematical model. 
This new mathematical model converts vision estimation problem into solving nine non-linear equations about nine 
unknows. Each non-linear equation has relatively easy expression. Thus, this new vision mathematical model we set 
up is relatively easy. 
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1. Introduction 
Vision pose estimation for single camera has wide varieties of applications, such as obstacle 
avoidance, industrial production and robot self-positioning. It is to determine 3D attitude of an object with 
respect to camera. Vision pose estimation based on line features[1-14] has become an active research topic 
in computer vision communities since paper[14]. Vision pose estimation features for vision are most 
points, lines and high-level features (circles, ellipses and conic sections, etc.). Using line features instead 
of points is advantageous for the following reasons[15]. (1) Images of man-made environments contain 
many linear features. (2) Line features are easier to extract and the accuracy of line detection is higher 
than point in practical applications. (3) Linear features are superior in dealing with occlusion and 
ambiguity situations, which are very likely to encounter in many practical applications. As apposed to 
high-level features, lines features have been largely preferred for the following reasons[16]: (1) Images of 
man-made environment contain more straight lines than high-level features. (2) The mathematical 
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expression for line features is easy, thus it works efficiently. Therefore, line features outperform high-
level features in pose estimation of monocular vision at some respects.  
Now, we pay more attention to the current situation of pose estimation from three line 
correspondences in monocular vision. As for the pose estimation mathematical model, most predecessors 
use the method which is based on the equivalence between the image space normal to the plane 
represented by the image line and the perspective center and the object space normal to the plane defined 
by the object line and the perspective center. A minimum of three straight lines (not two of which are 
parallel) is required to solve the problem of locating object. Then three lines can produce three non-linear 
equations, so the pose estimation question is converted into solving non-linear equations set. This method 
solves the question of how to determine object pose from three line correspondences. Thus, this method is 
an important method.  
In above method, three lines can produce three non-linear equations about unknows of three rotation 
angles. Each non-linear equation is relatively complex. For this problem, we presents a new mathematical 
model for pose estimation in monocular vision. This method takes the directions of three object lines as 
unknowns. Each line has three unknows about directions. Then, there exists nine unknows about three 
object lines. Then we can get nine non-linear equations about nine unknows in this new mathematical 
model. This new mathematical model converts vision estimation problem into solving nine non-linear 
equations about nine unknows. Each non-linear equation has relatively easy expression. Thus, the 
expressions for this new mathematical model is relatively easy. 
Remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section II, new mathematical model for vision 
pose estimation based on direction vectors is presented. Section III is the conclusion. 
2. New Mathematical Model Based on Direction Vectors 
Parameters of the projection (the intrinsic camera parameters) are assumed to be known. And a pin-
hole camera model is considered. Figure1 is perspective projection of three general lines in monocular 
vision. 
Fig. 1.  Perspective projection for general lines in monocular vision 
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As shown in Fig.1, we assume that vectors of space lines ( )1 3iL i = ∼ in the object frame 
are ( , , )i wi wi wiV A B C= ( )1 3i = ∼ . For three line features, we assume the angle between 1L and 2L isα .
The angle between 2L and 3L is β . The angle between 1L  and 3L is γ . In addition, the vectors of three 
lines in the camera frame are ( , , )i i i iV A B C= ( )1 3i = ∼ . We know the image line equation is as follows: 
0i i ia x b y c+ + = ( )1 3i = ∼ and we consider an image line il ( )1 3i = ∼ characterized by a vector 
( ), ,0i i iv b a− and a point it of coordinates ( ), ,i ix y f .
Fig. 2.  Explanation plane and normal vector 
As shown in Fig.2, the perspective projection model constraints line iL , image line il and the origin 
of the camera frame to lie in the same plane. This plane is called the explanation plane iS . The 
vector
1 2 3( )i i i iN N N N= normal to this plane can be computed as the cross product of vector iot and
vector iv , we have: ( )i iiot x y f= , ( 0)i iiv b a= − Then, equation ( )i i i i i iN v ot a f b f c= × = can
be obtained as referred in literature [5].                             
For line 1L , because the norm of the unit direction vectors of line 1L is unit, and line 1L lies in the 
interpretation plane formed by the image line 1l and the optical centre(see figure 2), at the same time, the 
angle between line 1L and line 2L isα , we can obtain the following three equations: 
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For line 2L , because the norm of the unit direction vectors of line 2L is unit and line 2L lies in the 
interpretation plane formed by the image line 2l and the optical centre (see figure 2), at the same time, the 
angle between line 2L and line 3L is β , we can obtain the following three equations: 
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For line 3L , because the norm of the unit direction vectors of line 3L is unit and line 3L lies in the 
interpretation plane formed by the image line 2l and the optical centre (see figure 2), at the same time, the 
angle between line 3L and line 1L is γ , we can obtain the following three equations: 
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Equations (1), (2) and (3) are nine equations about nine unknowns which are the direction vectors of 
three object lines, which is new mathematical model we set up. This mathematical model is relatively 
easy as compared with mathematical model used at present. In this part, we present this new 
mathematical model. To finish vision estimation from three general lines, we should solve this new 
equations set. If this new equations set is solved, then we solve the problem of pose estimation for three 
general lines in monocular vision. We should do deep research for the solve method in later work.
3. Summary  
Vision pose estimation for single camera has wide varieties of applications and it is an important 
research problem.This paper presents a new mathmatical model for monocular vision pose estimation 
using three general line features. For this method, we take the vector directions of three general object 
lines as unknowns. This paper presents the process to get new mathmatical model for vision pose 
estimation using general lines based on direction vectors. Finally, this new mathematical model we set up 
is relatively easy. Discussion of this paper is to provide one kind of new mathmatical model for pose 
estimation for three general line features in monocular vision. 
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